HOW TO PLAY
For 3 to 6 Players ¥ Ages 10 & Up ¥ 15 Minutes

CONTENTS
2 Bone Dice, 18 Cards, 1 Treasure Map, 50 Gold Coins

OBJECTIVE

¥Ea ch player looks at the icons on their Card, without showing their Card
to the other players.
¥The first player rolls the Bone Dice in the center of the play area.
All players watch the Bones closely to see what combination of icons
has been rolled.
¥ If you (the Roller) roll the same icon on both Bones (Doubles), refer to
the Treasure Map for the action you should take:

Roll 2

All players give you 1 Gold Coin.

Bluff and steal Coins from your fellow mates to see who can collect
the most treasure.

Roll 2

Steal 2 Gold Coins from another player.

Roll 2

Steal 3 Gold Coins from another player.

SET UP

Roll 2

Give all players 1 Gold Coin.

1. Place the Treasure Map on the table for all to view.

¥ If you (the Roller) do NOT roll Doubles, two possible actions can occur:

2. Shuffle the Cards and deal one Card face down to each player.
Place the remaining Cards face down in a stack nearby.

1. If the icons on the Bones match the icons on your Card, reveal your Card
immediately. All players, except the Roller, lose 1 Gold Coin and discard
them into the empty box.

3. Place the open box off to the side. This is where discarded Gold
Coins will go during play.
4. Give each player 10 Gold Coins and place the extra Coins into the
box, out of play. *Note: In a 6-player game, each player should only
get 8 Coins.
5. The player with the best pirate impression goes first.

2. If the icons on the Bones don't match the icons on your Card, any other
player can claim to have a match. That player shouts “Gimme Yer Booty!”

¥ If you think the player is telling the truth, give them 1 Gold Coin.
That player then reveals their Card to the table. (Whether they were bluffing
or not, they have earned 1 Gold Coin.)

¥ If you think the player is bluffing, shout
then reveals their Card to the table.

That player

- If the player was telling the truth, and the icons on their Card
match the icons on the Bone Dice, you must give them
2 Gold Coins.

the icons on the Bone Dice, they must give you 1 Gold Coin.
¥ A fter any player reveals their Card, they should place it into the
discard pile and draw a new Card.
*Note: If at any point in the game the stack of Cards runs out,
reshuffle the discard pile and create a new stack.

Winning
Play continues until someone runs out of Coins. All other players count
their treasure. The player with the most Gold Coins, wins!
*Tiebreaker Rule: In the case of a tie, flip a Gold Coin and call heads
(Skull & Bones) or tails (Pirate Ship) before the Coin lands.
Strategy Tip: Be mindful of who you are stealing Coins from! If there
is a player who is almost out of Coins, and stealing from them results in
the end of the game, make sure you have more Coins than your
than another player, so think about stealing from someone with more
treasure!
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O’ hide yer gold and booty!
Hold what you value dear.
That old seadog is coming,
That crafty Bluffaneer!
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So keep your treasure buried.
Who knows when they’ll appear?
Hide your gems and jewelry,
From that sneaky Bluffaneer!
Lock up your gems and riches,
From that no good bandolier!
A trickster and a swindler,
That cunning Bluffaneer!
Now don’t forget this shanty,
And practice what you hear!
Protect your prized possessions,
From that scurvy Bluffaneer!

